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CS 790-02: Advanced Data Mining 





Description: In this course we will cover advanced topics in data mining. We will study some classic papers as 
well as some important recent papers, on different types of applications, in this fast evolving field. Topics 
include: sequence mining, text mining, graph mining, data warehouse/cube mining, micro-array gene 
expression mining, privacy w.r.t. data mining, sensor network mining, data stream mining, time series 
mining, web mining, etc. The aim is to prepare you for advanced data mining research and application 
development. 
Text book: Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques, 2nd edition. J. Han and M. Kamber. Morgan Kaufmann. 
Prerequisite: An introduction course on data mining, or consent of the instructor. 
Instructor: Dr. Guozhu Dong. 
Office: 430 Russ Engineering Center (later to be moved to Joshi 383) 
Phone No.: {937)-775-5066 
Email: guozhu.dong@wright.edu 
Class details: 6:05-7:20, TTh in room BH 103. {We might move the class to the DMRL later.) 
Office hours: 3:45 4:35, TTh. Use e-mail for short questions. 
Format This course will draw materials from the text book, and from a range of research papers. The instructor 
will present a number of chapters and papers. Students will present the other chapters and papers, read 
each paper/chapter, submit review reports on each paper/chapter, actively participate in class discussions, 
complete a programming project, and do two take-home exams. 
Review All students will be expected to read each paper/chapter before it is presented, and to prepare a 
short review consisting of summary (1 paragpraph), comments; criticisms (2-4 paragraphs). Students are 
not required to prepare reviews on reference papers. In addition, students are encouraged to ask critical 
questions in their reviews. 
The review of each paper/chapter is due at the beginning of the class when it is presented. 
Presentation Each student will present several papers/chapters (depending on the enrollment) during the 
quarter. Presentations should be prepared using powerpoint. Each presenter should make copies of the 
presentation as handouts (6-to-l or 4-to-l) to the participants of the class, and give a disk containing the 
ppt to the instructor. 
Students can use ppt presentations found from the internet. (The instructor also has a number of presen­
tations from earlier years and from other universities.) They should give credit to the previous authors, 
and make SUBSTANTIAL improvements. 
Students should not make the slides too busy. Students should try to use examples to illustrate the 
concepts, ideas, techniques, etc. Students should also discuss the motivation, the challenge, and comparison 
with other papers/ideas. Students should avoid repeating materials covered by other students or by the 
instructor. The main point of the presentations is to get the ideas through. 
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Class Participation: Students will actively participate in class discussions during and after each presentation. 
Attendance is required. Students should ask questions of interest to them and try to answer them as much 
as possible. Of course it is hoped that some high quality questions will be asked. 
Problem brainstorm: Each student is encouraged to identify and present a problem (related to the course 
context) that the student wishes to solve. (The students are not required to completely solve these problems, 
but they are encouraged to do so.) 
Term Project: Students will complete an implementation project, on instructor-approved topics (mostly based 
on published research papers). There will be a demo and a report, and the codes must be submitted. 
Students should talk to the instructor early to select paper for the project. 
Take-home exams: These will be concerned with the papers/chapters presented. 
Evaluation: Final grades in the course will be determined in the following way: 
• Reviews: 103 
• Paper/chapter presentations: 253 
• Class participation: 153 
• Problem brainstorm: 53 
• Term project: 253 (Report: 103; Demo: 153) 
• Take-home exams: 203. 
Resources The most useful website is the following (for Dr Jiawei Han's Data Mining Seminar course): 
http://www.cs.uiuc.edu/homes/hanj/cs591/schedule.htm 
Dr Han has the electronic proceedings of several conferences on this page. (I will also leave my disks of a 
number of such proceedings in the lab.) 
www.scholar.google.com 

DELP Bibliography Server: http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de;-ley /db/index.html 

ACM Digital Library: http://www.acm.org/dl/ (Free access from WRIGHT domain.) 

IEEE Xplore: http:/ /ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/ 

Researchindex (citeseer):http: //citeseer.ist.psu.edu/ 

Class directory (on gamma): -gdong/cs790dm 
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